PUBLIC ABSTRACT
The Black artist's greatest obstacle is the general misunderstanding of social formalities within Black culture. This is especially true in regards to artwork created in disregard to western aesthetics. Defining self from a historical and cultural perspective has granted clearer direction, and a sense of self, for my current path of life. Black culture/society speaking on its own behalf -defining self -affords the space for proper integration and understanding, essential components to an inclusive society.
My artistic practices consist of articulating the visual influence of and on Black culture in contemporary society. I use contemporary art practices to contribute to the narrative of a history that is, at once, both Black and American. Principally honoring the Black American perspective through provocative reconfigurations of urban life I transform language, traditions and cultural impressions into dynamic works of art. More times than not the civility of a culture is propagated by its arts. Art, language and ritual are junctions of identification and cultural expressions for many. Art is my method of self--identification. I create soundscapes, video art and objects to reveal the beauties of the Black Diaspora to converse with the global community.
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About Dat LIFE:
Success Is What You Make It "This is the life that everybody ask for… What you think I rap for to push a fuckin' Rav 4?"
-Kanye West
As an ambassador of the Black community success seemed mandatory. Additionally, it seemed to only benefit the one who "made it." I resented success for it seeming shallow and selfish. As an adult I matured to see that our community couldn't afford to be without it. In response my path as a contemporary artist is to be an example for Black youth at a time when many don't imagine their lives past the age of 25. As a member of the Black community success equates to the longevity of culture and extended opportunity for successors.
At first glance it seems tales of "something from nothing" were overshadowed by the materialism that followed. Further investigation revealed material to be a medium, under artistic expression, formatted to heightened and/or support the concept of success. James 
Black… Art (good God y'all) What is it good for?
"To be human is to belong to the whole community, and to do so involves participating in the beliefs, ceremonies, rituals and festivals of that community."
John Mbiti
What is Black Art?
Black art contributes to the social construct of Black culture from a historical and cultural perspective. For those of the Black Diaspora Black art is the junction of these cultural expressions. It is the dialect of and for those saturated in historic connotations and behavioral patterns of Blackness. Black art is, but not limited to, a reflection of everyday life in the Black community. Black art keeps the diaspora on a common thread by analyzing, presenting and opposing cultural standards. My work and life as a Black artist, situates me in the prime position to produce a unified front of decision--making within the Black community.
Who can do it?
As the African proverb goes "Until the story of the hunt is told by the lion, the tale of the hunt will always glorify the hunter." Black Art is a platform to tell a story that otherwise will go unheard. However, famed author Ralph Ellison argued against categorizing the Black artist's work as Black art. He claimed, "Art is universal and personal but not Black." I, too, have been hesitant to categorize my art as Black. I couldn't perceive any plausible rationale to limiting an expansive expression to a people with a history of constraint. However, I find it much more irrational for a culture wishing to develop itself being interpreted and defined by scholarship outside of itself. Furthermore securing proper context for the history of a people isn't an act of limitation as much as it is clarification. Cultural ignorance remains to be a hurdle as much as it was during the civil rights marches of the 60's -even within today's digital age. Proper cultural context must be an intentional action.
What For?
To be fair Ralph Ellison's concern appears to regard the creative output of the artist. He states that, "It is a disservice to self if self is overly concerned with race and politics." I'm in agreement; the artist must pick their head up from their concept time and again and communicate to their neighbor. Black culture is not all encompassing. However, to be all encompassing is not the objective. Revitalizing communities, supporting self--respect and proper interaction with other communities on the world stage is the objective of Black art. In order to fully appreciate the beauty with members outside the community correct comprehension of self is essential.
That being said, truth regardless of where it stems is universal. Black art nurtures truths within Black culture. Ta--nehisi Coates during a lecture at the Englert Theatre in Iowa City put it best, "truth telling is a precursor to progress." A culture speaking on its own behalf explaining its own cultural expressions is a step in the right direction -genuine progress! A world remaining without the full picture of Black culture is a disservice to those wishing to identify with it. In acceptance of this reality I use contemporary art practices to contribute to the narrative of a history that is, at once, both racial and political --both Black and American. LOVErules "Each of us is here now because in one way or another we share a commitment to language and to the power of language, and to the reclaiming of that language which has been made to work against us." -Audre Lorde 
